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Filtering spin with tunnel-coupled electron wave guides
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We show how momentum-resolved tunneling between parallel electron wave guides can be used to observe
and exploit lifting of spin degeneracy due to Rashba spin-orbit coupling. A device is proposed that achieves
spin filtering without using ferromagnets or the Zeeman effect.
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Spintronics is an emerging field of electronics where
electron’s spin is exploited as well as its charge.1 Operation
of most spintronic devices is based on the ability to cre
spin-polarized charge carriers in nonmagnetic semicond
tors. This requirement has spurred recent interest in the
vestigation of possible mechanisms and limitations of s
filtering. Simply using Zeeman splitting of spin states is n
the most practical way to achieve spin filtering, as nee
magnetic-field strengths are often large and on-chip pla
ment of micromagnets is required. More promising a
proaches employ hybrid structures2 with metallic3–5 or
semiconducting6–8 magnetic contacts. However, fabricatio
of these structures can pose material-science challenge9–11

and may require rather complicated chip design. Achiev
spin filtering by means of intrinsic spin-dependent effects
semiconductors is, therefore, highly desirable and also v
intriguing from a fundamental-science point of view. For e
ample, optical excitation from spin-split hole subbands
asymmetric quantum heterostructures can be used12,13 to cre-
ate spin-polarized currents without ferromagnets or magn
fields. Similarly, resonant transmission through spin-orb
split quasi-bound states in semiconductor nanostructure
spin selective and may lead to significant polarization
electron current.14,15

Here we propose a spin-filtering device based on the
terplay of the Rashba effect16,17and wave-number selectivit
due to momentum-resolved tunneling18 between parallel
electron wave guides. Spin-polarized currents are create
applying voltages or small magnetic fields. Switching b
tween opposite spin polarizations is easily achieved. Ve
cation of spin filtering in the device is possible via measu
ment of the differential tunneling conductance, which wou
yield the firstdirect observation of Rashba-spin-split electro
dispersion curves.

The basic setup, shown in Fig. 1~a!, consists of two par-
allel one-dimensional~1D! electron wave guides~quantum
wires! that are coupled via tunneling through a clean, u
form, nonmagnetic barrier of finite lengthL. Such a system
can be realized, e.g., by quantum confinement of electr
in semiconductor heterostructures using split-g
techniques18,19 or cleaved-edge overgrowth.20 Coupling of
the quantum wires via the tunneling barrier results in a fin
quantum-mechanical probability amplitudetk,k8 for electrons
to leave a state with wave numberk in one wire and occupy
a state with wave numberk8 in the other wire. Translationa
invariance along an extended uniform barrier implies
proximate conservation of canonical momentum in a sin
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tunneling event. This is seen from the explicit form of th
tunneling matrix element,21,22 given by

tk,k852t
sin@~k82k!L/2#

k82k
, ~1!

whose squared modulus exhibits a delta-function-like p
for k5k8 with heightutu2L 2 and width 2p/L. The spin state
of tunneling electrons remains unchanged. Hence, tunne
between parallel quantum wires is a highly wave-numb
selective but entirely spin-insensitive process.

In our device, wave-number selectivity is utilized for sp
filtering by means of an intrinsic coupling of electron spin
its momentum. Such a spin-orbit coupling originates fro
structural inversion asymmetry16,23,24 present in quantum-
confined systems. This effect renders the kinetic energy o
electron with canonical momentum\k dependent on its spin
state.17 To illustrate the basic physics, we consider here o

FIG. 1. Schematic picture of spin-filtering device and sp
polarized currents.~a! Two parallel quantum wires, labeled ‘‘U’
and ‘‘L,’’ are each connected to reservoirs having equal chem
potentialVU andVL . The wires are coupled via tunneling throug
an extended uniform barrier. A gate voltageVg is used to control
Rashba spin-orbit coupling in the two wires.~b! Reservoir 1~2!
injects right-moving~left-moving! electrons into the upper wire
Shown is the situation where wave-number selectivity and P
blocking prevents tunneling into the lower wire.~c! Interplay of
spin-orbit coupling and wave-number selectivity can be used
selectively enable tunneling for right-moving spin-up electro
Then, a spin-polarized current is flowing from reservoir 2 to res
voir 4.
©2002 The American Physical Society03-1
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the lowest 1D subband in a quantum wire and neglect s
band mixing. Then the electronic dispersion is given by

Eks5E01
\2

2m
~k2skso!

22Dso. ~2!

Here, the spin-quantum numbers distinguishes spin-up (s
51) and spin-down (s521) electron eigenstates.31 The ef-
fective mass of electrons is denoted bym, E0 is the 1D
subband energy, andDso5\2kso

2 /(2m). The strength of spin-
orbit coupling can be expressed in terms of a character
wave number, denoted here bykso. Experimental efforts25–27

aimed at the realization of an early proposal28 for a spin-
controlled field-effect transistor established tunability ofkso
by external gate voltages. In our device@see Fig. 1~a!#, the
voltageVg is used to achieve different strengths of Rash
spin-orbit coupling in the two wires. In that situation, tunne
ing transport across the barrier provides a direct meas
ment of the Rashba effect. The differential tunneling cond
tance, calculated using standard perturbation theory wi
the tunneling-Hamiltonian formalism,22,29 is shown in Fig. 2.
It provides a direct image of the spin-resolved parabolic d
persion curves given by Eq.~2!. Monitoring the differential
tunneling conductance would be the most immediate po
bility to observe and study spectral consequences of
Rashba effect in 1D. So far, experimental studies25–27 have
focused on extracting the value of Rashba-induced zero-

FIG. 2. ~Color! Color plot of the differential tunneling conduc
tance, shown in arbitrary units, as function of voltage biasV5VU

2VL and a magnetic field perpendicular to the plane of the wir
The magnetic-field strength is proportional to the parameterpB de-
fined in the text. Red and blue resonance features map out
tronic dispersion curves in the two wires. Appearance of two set
identical parabolic curves that are shifted in magnetic-field direc
are the unambiguous signature of Rashba spin-orbit coupling
different strength in the two wires. For simplicity, it was assumed
our calculation that the strength of Rashba spin-orbit coupling
finite in the upper wire but vanishes in the lower wire. We then u
the lower wire’s Fermi wave numberkF,L and Fermi energy«F,L as
wave number and energy units, respectively. Parameters used
calculation areDE050.15«F,L , kso50.1kF,L , L5100/kF,L .
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spin splitting in 2D systems from the analysis of beati
patterns in the Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations.

When a picture like Fig. 2 is obtained for the differenti
tunneling conductance, the double-wire system can be u
for spin filtering. To simplify the explanation of its basi
operational modes as a spin polarizer and a spin splitter,
consider here the special case where Rashba spin-orbit
pling is finite in the upper wire~labeled U! but vanishes in
the lower wire~labeled L!.32

Taking into account a finite subband-energy differen
DE05E0

(U)2E0
(L) , electronic dispersion relations appear

shown in Fig. 3~a!. Only states with energies belowE0
(U)

1«F,U in the upper wire~belowE0
(L)1«F,L in the lower wire!

are occupied by electrons. Due to wave-number selectiv
tunneling can only occur for electron states with wave nu
ber close to a point where the dispersion curves of the
wires cross.22 In the case depicted in Fig. 3~a!, no such cross-
ings occur for states that are occupied in either one of
two wires, and no tunneling current can flow. All electro
injected into the upper wire from reservoirs 1 and 2 rem
in the upper wire@Fig. 1~b!#. This situation can change whe
a magnetic fieldB is applied perpendicular to the plane of th
two wires. It leads to a relative shift22 of the two wires’
dispersion curves in wave-number direction bypB
52eBd/\, where2e is the electron charge, andd the wire
separation. For particular values of magnetic field, nam
whenever the condition

pB5
p

2
~gnU2g8nL!2skso ~3!

is satisfied withg,g8561 andnU(L) denoting electron den
sity in the upper~lower! wire, tunneling is enabled for elec
trons in spin states. Simultaneous tunneling of electron
with opposite spin will be prohibited for high enough wav
number selectivity, i.e., ifp/L!kso. The case correspondin

.

c-
of
n
of

is
e
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FIG. 3. Illustration of device operation as spin polarizer or sp
splitter ~a! Due to the Rashba effect, dispersion curves for spin
and spin-down electrons in the upper wire are shifted horizont
by 2kso. In the lower wire, where spin-orbit coupling is assumed
be absent, energy dispersions are spin degenerate.~b! Tuning wave-
number selectivity by a magnetic fieldB, tunneling is selectively
enabled for right-moving electrons with spin up.~c! At a certain
value of voltageV, tunneling becomes possible for left-movin
spin-down electrons and right-moving spin-up electrons. Note
parabolicity of electron bands is not essential to achieve coi
dences and, hence, spin-polarized currents.
3-2
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to g5g8511 is depicted in Fig. 3~b!. In that situation, a
spin-polarized current of electrons from reservoir 1 reac
reservoir 4. As shown in Fig. 1~c!, it is compensated globally
by the current of spin-up electrons from reservoir 2 that c
only reach reservoir 1. Using the standard scattering-the
formalism30 for calculating electron transport, we have o
tained the linear conductance for tunneling across the bar
Our results, given in Fig. 4~a!, show the four resonance
determined by solutions of Eq.~3!, which exhibit almost
perfect spin polarization of the tunneling current. We emp
size that the applied magnetic field, used here simply to t
wave-number selectivity, is typically much smaller than t
field required to achieve spin-filtering from Zeeman splittin
Tuning between the four resonances allows the dou
quantum-wire system to be used as a switchable spin po

FIG. 4. Tunneling transport calculated exactly using scatter
theory ~a! and perturbatively~b! as explained in Ref. 22~a! Total
linear tunneling conductance through the barrierGtot5G↑1G↓
~left axis! and spin-polarized conductanceGpol5G↑2G↓ ~right
axis! vs magnetic fieldB. Resonances with definite spin polari
ation occur at values of the magnetic field determined by Eq.~3!.
Data shown are for DE050.1«F,L , kso50.05kF,L , L
5200/kF,L , utu5«F,L•p/1000.~b! Currents in all the leads are spi
polarized when operating the device in spin-splitting mode@Fig.
3~c!#. Total and spin currents entering leadj are denoted byI j

tot

5I j
↑1I j

↓ and I j
pol5@ I j

↑2I j
↓#sgn(I j

tot), respectively. In the spin-
splitter mode, we haveI 4

tot5I 3
tot52I 2

tot52I 1
tot . We showI 3

tot vs bias
voltageV5VU2VL ~dotted curve!. It is appreciable only in finite
ranges of voltage where states near points of coincidence for
wires’ dispersion curves are occupied in one wire but empty in
other one. Within these voltage intervals, total current in each l
is practically 100% polarized. This is seen from comparingI 3

tot with
I 3

pol ~solid curve! and I 4
pol ~dashed curve!. Data shown are calcul

ated for DE050.15«F,L , kso50.1kF,L , L5100/kF,L , utu5«F,L

•p/1000,B50. Current unit is I 052eputu2L 2/(\3vF,LvF,U),
wherevF,U (vF,L) is the Fermi velocity in the U~L! wire.
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izer. Analyzing the resonance condition given by Eq.~3!
from a fundamental point of view, we realize that this
possible because Rashba spin-orbit coupling enters
single–particle Hamiltonian like a spin-dependent vector
tential.

Intriguingly, spin-polarized currents can be created in o
device without applying any magnetic field at all. Instead
finite bias voltageV5VU2VL can be used to induce a rela
tive shift 2eV of the two wires’ dispersion curves in energ
direction.33 This way, coincidences are created for electr
states with spins and wave numberk satisfying

eV5DE02
\2

m
ksosk. ~4!

If such a state is occupied by an electron in one wire a
empty in the other one, it will contribute to the tunnelin
current. A situation where current flow is made possible
the applied voltage is depicted in Fig. 3~c!. Tunneling is
simultaneously enabled for electrons having opposite s
and wave number, which will end up in opposite leads of
wire they have tunneled into. For large enough wave-num
selectivity, tunneling for a particular spin species turns ou
occur, if at all, only for wave numbers of one sign. As
result, currents flowing in the leads of the double-wire dev
are fully spin polarized. This is seen in Fig. 4~b! for a par-
ticular set of parameters. Currents in leads 1 and 3 have
same spin polarization, which is opposite to that in lead
and 4. Selection of spin-up or spin-down polarization f
currents in leads 1 and 3~2 and 4! is possible simply by
adjusting the voltage. While no global spin imbalance is c
ated, wave-number selectivity leads to a redistribution
spin-polarized currents between the four leads. Thereby,
filtering is possible without any magnetic or exchange fiel
Note that wave-number selectivity provides the most dir
way to utilize the Rashba effect for spin filtering. Henc
besides opening up an interesting alternative to previou
suggested energy-selective mechanisms,15 our device offers
certain advantages that may be important for application
spintronics.34

Three mechanisms limit functionality of a real doubl
wire system as a spin-filtering device. First, wave-num
selectivity is reduced by disorder. However, the succes
measurement of 1D dispersion curves for parallel quan
wires in GaAlAs heterostructures20 demonstrates the poss
bility to achieve sufficient wave-number selectivity usin
present-day technology. While this particular system can
be used for spin filtering due to its negligible Rashba effe
similar structures could be created in more suitable mater
Second, quantum wires are really multichannel 1D wa
guides for electrons. Spin-orbit coupling induces mixing b
tween these channels~subbands!, which was neglected in ou
discussion so far. Detailed analysis28 shows that subband
mixing can be safely neglected as long as the energy dif
ence between consecutive quasi-1D subbands is much la
thanDso. In present-day samples, this requirement is ea
met for realistic values25–27 of kso. Finally, our conclusions
apply at temperaturesT low enough such that smearing o
the Fermi function does not substantially decrease wa
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number selectivity. The relevant criterion kBT
&\2ksokF,L /m translates, for typical sample parameters, in
T&10 K. This temperature range is routinely accessible
semiconductor-research laboratories where our basic de
for a spin-filtering device could be demonstrated.

Experimental tests for the successful operation of our
vice as spin polarizer or spin splitter could be based on
usual spin-detection mechanisms, applied to currents lea
or entering any of the four leads. For example, ferromagn
contacts can serve as spin analyzers, or spin polarizatio
charge carriers could be measured optically.5–8 Results of
such experiments will be determined not only by the e
ciency of spin filtering in the double-wire system but also
hy

h
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spin-equilibration processes in the leads. An equally sign
cant test is provided by measurement of the differential t
neling conductance as a function of magnetic field and tra
port voltage. Clearly resolved Rashba-split dispers
curves, as shown in Fig. 2, prove sufficient wave-num
selectivity for addressing different spin states and constit
therefore, the decisive experimental demonstration of s
filtering in our device.
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